 The combined finite-discrete element method provides a powerful approach to modeling stick-slip behavior in granular fault gouge  The number of slip events with large kinetic energy release and gouge layer thickness drop increases with increasing normal load  As normal load increases earthquake reoccurrence (inter-event) time decreases 
Introduction
Tectonic earthquakes generally occur due to a sudden release of the elastic energy accumulated in fault gouge and bounding tectonic plates when subjected to long-time shear (Dorostkar et al., 2017b; Marone et al., 1990) . The fault gouge, an ensemble of solid granular particles created by fragmentation and wearing, plays a key role in the macroscopic sliding friction and the friction stability of the fault (Dorostkar et al., 2017b; Pica Ciamarra et al., 2011) . Therefore, sheared granular layers undergoing stick-slip behavior are broadly employed to study the physics and dynamics of earthquakes and a number of laboratory experiments have been conducted in this regard (Annunziata et al., 2016; Geller et al., 2015; Johnson & Jia, 2005; Johnson et al., 2008; Marone, 1998; Marone et al., 1990; Passelègue et al., 2016a; Passelègue et al., 2016b; Scuderi et al., 2017a) . For example, Geller et al. (2015) conducted an experiment using two photoelastic plates to compress and shear a granular gouge composed of nylon rods; Marone and colleagues devised an "earthquake machine", a bi-axial shear device, in which two layers of glass beads were sandwiched and sheared by three steel plates (Johnson et al., 2008; Marone, 1998; Scuderi et al., 2017a) ; Annunziata et al. (2016) developed an annular cell full of glass beads confined and sheared by an overhead rotating top plate.
Besides, with the rapid development of computer power and numerical approaches, various numerical modeling tools are employed to study the behavior of granular material (Dorostkar et al., 2017a (Dorostkar et al., , 2017b Dratt & Katterfeld, 2017; Ferdowsi, 2014; Ferdowsi et al., 2013; Griffa et al., 2011; Griffa et al., 2012; Pica Ciamarra et al., 2011) . In addition to the ease of implementation, numerical simulations of granular fault gouge allow for analysis of the mechanical behavior of the system at a level of spatial and temporal resolution not accessible experimentally , and also offer the possibility of identifying the most important parameters governing stick-slip dynamics (Dorostkar et al., 2017b) . We note that all of these experiments represent a single fault patch, rather than a large number of them that would exist on a fault in the earth. Nonetheless, the physics of what is learned in experiments and simulations appears to have applicability to the real earth based on scaling relations such as Gutenberg-Richter (Gutenberg & Richter, 1955; .
Among the many numerical methods used to describe the evolution of granular systems, the discrete element method (DEM), owing to its capability to consider the behavior of granular materials at the particle level, has demonstrated its value as a tool for such investigations and has broadened the understanding of stick-slip behavior in granular fault gouge Dorostkar et al., 2017a Dorostkar et al., , 2017b Ferdowsi, 2014; Ferdowsi et al., 2013; Griffa et al., 2011; Griffa et al., 2012) . In classic DEM models, granular fault gouge is usually represented by a pack of rigid particles, and the normal and tangential contact forces between particles are described using Hertzian contact and Coulomb friction, respectively (Dorostkar et al., 2017a) ; Gao et al.
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the representation of the shearing plate is often either ignored or simplified by a set of bonded particles (Abe & Mair, 2005; Dorostkar et al., 2017a Dorostkar et al., , 2017b Ferdowsi et al., 2013; Ferdowsi et al., 2014; Griffa et al., 2013; Mair & Abe, 2008) (Figure 1a) . As a result, DEM is incapable of capturing real and detailed deformation and stress distributions within the particles and plates (Dratt & Katterfeld, 2017; Ma et al., 2016) . Moreover, the deformation of these particles and plates provides the means for a wide spectrum of elastic energy storage and release, but for DEM the elastic energy can only be approximately interpreted based on particle overlap. Because the build-up and sudden release of elastic energy in particles and plates controls the stick-slip performance in granular media , appropriate modeling of the real deformations of a granular system is critical to conduct an accurate exploration of the faulting process dynamics.
From a computational mechanics point of view, a granular fault gouge system is essentially a combination of continua (each individual plate and particle) and discontinua (particle-particle and particle-plate interactions). Considering this, a numerical tool that has the capability of handling continua and discontinua simultaneously would be useful so that more can be learned regarding plate-gouge and particle-particle interactions. Fortunately, a recently developed numerical method -the combined finite-discrete element method (FDEM) (Munjiza, 1992; Munjiza, 2004; Munjiza et al., 2011; Munjiza et al., 2014) , which merges finite element based analysis of continua with discrete element based transient dynamics, contact detection and contact interaction solutions of discontinua, provides a natural solution to modeling a fault system with hybrid characteristics. A simple FDEM realization of this type of fault system is presented in Figure 1b where each plate and each particle is represented by a discrete element, which allows for the tracking of their motion and their interactions with neighboring objects, and each discrete element is further discretized into finite elements in order to capture its deformation and stress evolution when subjected to external forces. A comparison between the DEM and FDEM model shown in Figure 1 demonstrates that the FDEM offers a more detailed and explicit representation of the granular fault gouge system. To date, a systematic application of the FDEM to this kind of problem has not yet been found in the literature.
In this work, the FDEM is used to investigate the stick-slip behavior of a sheared fault containing gouge. Particular attention is given to the influence of different normal loads on the dynamics of slip events. In the following sections, we first provide the reader with a brief introduction to the theories of FDEM. Then we illustrate the setup of the numerical model and present how the friction coefficient, kinetic energy, fault gouge thickness and recurrence (inter-event) time between slips are influenced by different normal loads.
The simulation capabilities of FDEM for granular fault system are explored, and we then present our conclusions. In the FDEM the plate is explicitly represented and both plates and particles are further discretized into finite elements to capture their deformation and stress evolution.
The Combined Finite-Discrete Element Method (FDEM)
The FDEM was originally developed by Munjiza in the early 1990s to simulate the transition behavior of material from continuum to discontinuum (Munjiza, 1992) . The essence of this method is to merge the algorithmic advantages of the DEM with those of the finite element method (FEM). The main theory of the FDEM can be mainly broken down into the following parts: governing equations, finite strain based formulation for deformation description, contact detection, and contact interaction algorithms (Lei et al., 2016; Munjiza & Andrews, 1998; Munjiza et al., 2006) .
Governing Equations
The general governing equation of the FDEM is (Munjiza, 2004) 
where M is the lumped mass matrix, C is the damping matrix, x is the displacement vector, and f is the equivalent force vector acting on each node which includes all forces existing in the system such as the forces due to material deformation and contact forces between solid elements. An explicit time integration scheme based on a central difference method is employed to solve Eq. (1) with respect to time to obtain the transient evolution of the system.
Finite Strain Based Formulation
In FDEM, each discrete element consists of a subset of finite elements that are allowed to deform according to the applied load. Deformation of the finite elements is described by a multiplicative decomposition based formulation . This framework allows for a uniform solution for both isotropic and general anisotropic materials for capturing detailed material deformation (Lei et al., 2016) . Moreover, volumetric locking due to the lower order finite element implementations can be eliminated by using a selective stress integration scheme.
Contact Detection
The contact detection between discrete elements is conducted using the MRCK (Munjiza-Rougier-CarneyKnight) algorithm which is based on the decomposition of the simulation space into identical square (two-dimensional) or cubical (three-dimensional) search cells (Munjiza et al., 2011; Rougier & Munjiza, 2010) . Consider that for any two given particles or elements, one called the contactor and the other one the target, both are mapped onto search cells according to their current position. The goal of the contact search process is to determine whether the contactor and the target share at least one cell. After processing the contact detection, a list that contains all the pairs of elements potentially in contact is established and sent for contact interaction process. The MRCK contact detection algorithm is efficient which results in a theoretical CPU time proportional to the total number of contact couples, and it is applicable to systems consisting of many bodies of different shapes and sizes (Rougier & Munjiza, 2010) .
Contact Interaction
Contact interaction is an important component of granular matter since it controls the constitutive behavior of the granular system. When contact couples are identified, a penalty function based contact interaction algorithm is used to calculate the contact forces between contacting elements (Munjiza, 2004; Munjiza et al., 2011) . In the penalty function method, a small penetration or overlap is allowed between objects in contact, which then determines the normal contact force (magnitude and direction) acting on the contacting elements.
In the present work, a "triangle to point" (Munjiza et al., 2011) contact interaction algorithm is used in which the target triangular element is discretized into a series of points distributed on its edges and each target point is considered as a Gauss integration point through which the distributed contact forces are integrated ( Figure 2 ).
In terms of the normal contact force calculation, actual contact will not occur unless the target point is located inside of the contactor triangle. The normal contact force is calculated using the following equation obtained through a derivation in which the energy balance is preserved (Munjiza, 2004; Munjiza et al., 2011) :
where tt A l n  , t l is the length of the target element edge on which the target point is located, t n is the number of target points per element edge, p E is the penalty parameter, h is the distance between target point and the contactor element edge, H is the height of the contactor element associated with the contacting edge, and N n is unit vector of the normal contact force (Figure 2 ). The tangential contact force is assessed by means of the friction coefficient and the relative tangential displacement between a target point and contactor element occurring during a time step therefore taking into account the history of contact 
where T n is the unit vector of tangential force, r t v is the relative tangential velocity between the target point and contactor element at time step t and t  is the time step. The total tangential force at time step t is calculated by T T N p T c min ,
where c l is the length of the contactor element edge associated with tangential contact and  is the frictional coefficient. The calculated contact forces are distributed among the nodes of contactor element and, in a similar manner, the opposite forces are applied to the target point and distributed among the nodes of the target element.
It is beyond the scope of the present paper to provide a detailed description of the above principles; however details of these can be found in FDEM books (Munjiza, 2004; Munjiza et al., 2011; Munjiza et al., 2014) .
FDEM allows explicit geometric and mechanical realization of systems involving both continua and discontinua, which makes it superior to both pure FEM and DEM. Since its inception (Munjiza, 1992) , FDEM has proven its computational efficiency and reliability and has been extensively used in a wide range of endeavors in both industry and academia, such as stress heterogeneity (Gao, 2017; Harrison et al., 2010) , permeability (Latham et al., 2013b; Lei et al., 2015) , acoustic emission (Lisjak et al., 2013) and hydraulic fracturing (Viswanathan et al., 2015) in rock masses, tunneling (Lei et al., 2017; Lisjak et al., 2014) , block caving (Lei et al., 2013; Vyazmensky et al., 2010) and rock blasting (Trivino & Mohanty, 2015) in rock mechanics, red blood cell aggregation in medicine (Xu et al., 2013) , masonry wall stability (Reccia et al., 2012) , coastal protection ) and shell structure fracturing (Munjiza et al., 2013a) .
Particularly, in terms of granular flow and compaction, much work has been done regarding the validation, verification and application of FDEM for particles with different shapes in both 2D and 3D (Anastasaki et al., 2015; Guises et al., 2009; Guo et al., 2015; Latham et al., 2013a; Latham & Munjiza, 2012; Latham et al., 2008a; Latham et al., 2008b; Latham & Munjiza, 2004; Ma et al., 2016; Munjiza et al., 2013b) .
Additionally, benefitting from the recent implementation of a large-strain large-rotation formulation and grand scale parallelization in FDEM by the Los Alamos National Laboratory (Lei et al., 2014; Munjiza et al., 2014) , the FDEM software package -HOSS (Hybrid Optimization Software Suite) (Knight et al., 2015; Munjiza et al., 2013b ) -offers a powerful tool to study the behavior of granular fault gouge. Figure 3 illustrates the geometry of the FDEM model, which is based on the two-dimensional, photoelastic shear laboratory experiment conducted by Geller et al. (2015) . Here, for simplicity, two-dimensional plane stress conditions are assumed. The model consists of 2,817 non-destructive circular particles (arranged in 9 rows and 313 columns, before consolidation) confined between two identical plates. The diameter of the particles is either 1.2 or 1.6 mm, and there are the same number of particles for both sizes which are randomly generated and placed in the space between the two main plates. According to the existing literature on simulation of stick-slip problems (Dorostkar et al., 2017b; Ferdowsi, 2014) , the number of particles 9/32 adopted in this work is appropriate. Each main plate has dimensions of 570 × 250 mm in width and height, respectively. At the interface between the main plates and the particles, a series of half-circular shaped "teeth" are added to the plates to increase the friction between plates and particles and, thus, facilitate the transmission of shear stresses ( Figure 3 ). The diameter of the teeth and the distance between adjacent teeth are equal to the diameter (1.6 mm) and radius (0.8 mm) of the larger particle, respectively. Two elastic "foam-like" particles are placed on either end of the gouge layer in order to hinder particles from escaping. A number of "sensor" points are set on both plates and particles in order to track the motion of different components of the system. Because the plates' material is relatively soft, in order to avoid significant distortion of the model caused by the shearing, two stiff bars are attached to the bottom end of the bottom plate and to the top part of the top plate; the normal load P and shear velocity V are applied directly to these stiff bars. Poisson's ratio of the main plates are 2.5 MPa and 0.49, respectively. These material parameters are similar to the previously mentioned laboratory experiment (Geller et al., 2015) . The particle-particle and particle-plate friction coefficients are set to 0.15 based on previous studies that showed that a smaller friction coefficient allows for larger slip events and reduces the frequency of small fluctuations in the macroscopic friction signal (Ferdowsi, 2014) . In terms of the penalty parameter between contacts (e.g., particle-particle and particle-plate contact), it theoretically should be infinity in order to avoid penetration between contacting elements; however, a large penalty parameter will yield a significantly small time step. Recently study shows that in general a penalty parameter that is about 1-2 orders of the Young's modulus can ensure the computational correctness (Tatone & Grasselli, 2015) . By compromising between achieving the correct elastic response between contact elements and maximizing the time step size in order to reduce the overall computational expense, a penalty parameter ten times larger than the particles' Young's modulus, i.e., 4 GPa, is used.
Numerical Model Setup
In the first phase of the simulation, the granular fault gouge is consolidated by moving the top and bottom stiff bars towards each other. The top stiff bar is then fixed in space, and the normal load acting on the bottom stiff bar is gradually increased until it reaches a target value P. The entire model then undergoes a dynamic relaxation phase where the kinetic energy of the system is gradually reduced while the system settles. The model is considered to have reached equilibrium when the kinetic energy has stabilized. After consolidation, the thickness and length of the granular fault gouge are around 11.7 mm and 500 mm, respectively. At this point, the top stiff bar begins shearing with a constant horizontal velocity V, while the normal load P on the bottom stiff bar is maintained throughout the simulation. In order to alleviate distortion of the model and to assure the effectiveness of the normal load and shear motion on the granular fault gouge, during the shearing stage the top stiff bar is allowed to move only in the x-direction and the bottom stiff bar is allowed to move only in the y-direction.
A series of normal loads ranging from 12 kPa to 44 kPa, in increments of 8 kPa, are employed to investigate the influence of different loading conditions on the stick-slip behavior of the gouge. Because the shear velocity plays a pivotal role in the slip events in sheared granular fault gouge (Anthony & Marone, 2005; Dorostkar et al., 2017b; Ferdowsi, 2014; Marone, 1998) , a series of trial runs are conducted to identify the appropriate shear velocity to use in the virtual experiments. Based on these, a shear velocity of V = 0.5 mm/s is selected, which guarantees the occurrence of slip events. The normal loads used here are also close to the laboratory experimental studies (Geller et al., 2015) ; however, we use a relatively higher shear velocity by considering the computational expense as well as to capturing more slip events (laboratory experiments use a shear velocity of ~4 µm/s).
In the FDEM model, six-node composite triangular elements are employed for the plates in order to avoid volumetric locking caused by the high Poisson's ratio (0.49), while three-node constant-strain triangular elements are used for the particles and the foams. A total of 12,940 six-node and 67,800 three-node triangle elements are generated in the entire simulation domain. Each particle is composed of 24 approximately equal size elements. This amount of elements allows for each particle to maintain a circular shape after meshing, and is sufficient to precisely capture the particle deformation while also assuring the model is not too computationally expensive. The finite elements used in the present study are assumed to follow an isotropic elastic relationship and thus the objects such as particles and plates behave as elastic materials. The simulations use a time step of 1.0E-7 s, and are run on a parallel cluster utilizing 208 processors. The inertial number of the system can be calculated using
to quantify the significance of dynamic effects in a granular material (MiDi, 2004) . Here  is the shear rate,
where V is the shear velocity and for the soft system used here m H is the height of the model which is approximately 520 mm, d is the average particle diameter, P is the pressure and  is the density. The parameters of the fault gouge system give an inertial number between 5.9E-8 and 1.1E-7, which guarantees that the simulation falls into the quasi-static flow regime. Detailed material and calculation parameters are tabulated in Table 1 . 
Simulation Results
Model Evolution and General Results
The model for each normal load scenario is run for roughly 3.0E+8 time steps and its computation time is around 300 hours on the cluster employed. The total shearing time in each simulation is approximately 30 s with the model reaching steady state after the first 3 s approximately. As the shearing proceeds, deformation
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accumulation in the granular fault gouge system is captured by the model, as can be seen in Figure 4a where the final state of the model subjected to 44 kPa normal load is shown. To facilitate comparison, we further sketch in Figure 4b an overlay of the model outlines for the beginning and final states according to their
coordinates to demonstrate the model deformation. The model deformation is also reflected in the fault gouge. Particularly, at the time immediately before a slip event, a distinct stress concentration can be visualized between particles (Figure 5a ). While after the slip event, because of the release of elastic energy, deformations in the fault gouge become more uniform, and as a result, less stress concentration can be found (Figure 5b ). After the model reaches steady state, the shear and normal forces between the main plates and particles are recorded every 20,000 time steps (i.e., every 2 ms). This time step interval for output recording is chosen carefully through a series of comparisons by considering the resolution of output as well as to avoid unnecessary noise. The shear and normal forces are calculated by first resolving the normal and tangential contact force between each particle-plate contact pair into x-and y-directions and then integrating them separately along the particle-plate interface. In other words, the shear and normal forces between the main plates and the particles are respectively the summation of particle-plate contact forces in the x-and y-direction. The ratio of the shear to normal force is then calculated as the macroscopic friction coefficient between the plates and granular fault gouge.
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(a) Stress concentration in the granular fault gouge immediately before a slip event (b) Relatively more uniform stress distribution in the granular fault gouge immediately after the slip event Figure 5 . Stress evolution in the granular fault gouge immediate (a) before and (b) after a slip event for the fault subjected to 44 kPa normal load. (Note that only part of the fault gouge is presented and locations of these two stages on the time series plot is further marked in Figure 6e ).
The kinetic energy of the entire model is also recorded every 20,000 time steps. In the simulation, the x-and y-velocity of each node are calculated at each time step, thus the kinetic energy of the entire system at a specific time step is calculated by
where i m , v are respectively the nodal mass, and nodal velocity in x-and in y-direction for the node i, and n is the total number of nodes in the system. Since plane stress is used in the simulation, the model is assumed to have 1 mm thickness in z-direction (i.e., one unit under the current unit system used in the model), when calculating the kinetic energy. Unlike the previous work conducted using DEM that only calculated the kinetic energy of the granular gouge (Dorostkar et al., 2017a (Dorostkar et al., , 2017b Ferdowsi et al., 2013; Ferdowsi et al., 2014) , here we report the kinetic energy of the entire system because the plates and particles
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are working together as an entire entity and it is the energy evolution in this entity that governs the stick-slip behavior in granular fault gouge. Additionally, the positions of a series of sensor points located along the length of the plate near the particle-plate interface are extracted in order to calculate fluctuations in the gouge layer thickness. The gouge layer thickness is calculated every 20,000 time steps by summing over the y-coordinates of the points located on the upper and bottom plates, respectively, and then averaging their differences. The macroscopic friction coefficient, kinetic energy, and gouge layer thickness are all used as indicators for identifying slip events.
In the following, we first present the time series of the macroscopic friction coefficient, kinetic energy and gouge layer thickness, and calculate their statistics. Then the kinetic energy release, decrease of macroscopic friction coefficient and gouge layer thickness when slips happen, and the recurrence time between slips are analyzed by calculating their complementary cumulative distribution functions (CCDF). Finally, we show the relationship between the friction coefficient drop, kinetic energy release and the drop of gouge layer thickness.
Statistics of the Stick-Slip Behavior
Figure 6a-e shows the macroscopic friction coefficient, kinetic energy, and granular fault gouge layer thickness change with respect to time for normal loads between 12 and 44 kPa, in which similar patterns of stick-slip behavior in the granular fault gouge are observed. In the stick phase, the macroscopic friction coefficient increases in an approximately linear manner before approaching the peak. At the end of the stick phase, there is a rapid drop of the macroscopic friction coefficient accompanied by a sudden release of kinetic energy, signifying a slip event. As the shearing continues, stick-slips are periodically generated. The change in granular gouge layer thickness demonstrates the dilation of the gouge layer during the stick phase due to particle rolling and compaction when slip occurs attributed to particle rearrangement. The small fluctuations observed in the stick phase are indicators of micro-slips which have been observed in laboratory experiments as precursors to stick-slip failure in sheared granular materials (e.g., .
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friction coefficient kinetic energy gouge thickness In order to compare the effect of the normal load on the macroscopic friction coefficient, kinetic energy and gouge layer thickness, the statistical characteristics of these three stick-slip indicators are calculated and the results are presented in Figure 7 in the form of boxplot. A box represents the first (Q1) and third (Q3) quartiles and its length is the interquartile range (IQR, i.e., IQR = Q3 -Q1), with the line in the middle being the median (second quartile, Q2), and the lower and upper whiskers representing (Q1 -1.5 × IQR) and (Q3 + 1.5 × IQR), respectively.
As can be seen in Figure 7a , the macroscopic friction coefficient hovers mainly around 0.35-0.50, and does not show much variation with respect to varying normal load. The kinetic energy of the granular fault gouge system increases with the increasing normal load (Figure 7b ), which could be caused by more external work
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having been done on the fault gouge system when a higher normal load is applied. Thus, a larger amount of external work is converted into kinetic energy and results in a more energetic system. The granular fault gouge is more compact under higher normal loads, and this is supported by the decreasing gouge layer thickness shown in Figure 7c . All these observations suggest that the increasing normal load imposes more constraints on the gouge and yields a denser and well-contacted gouge layer. In a more compact fault gouge system, there are only small changes allowed in particle contact and rearrangement and, therefore, only small variations in both the kinetic energy and gouge layer thickness can be triggered by stick-slip failure, as shown in Figure 7b and c, respectively. Gouge Thickness (mm) Figure 7 . Boxplots of the (a) macroscopic friction coefficient, (b) kinetic energy and (c) gouge layer thickness for granular fault gouge subjected to various normal loads.
Characteristics of Slips Under Different Normal Loads
The plots presented in Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the general level, changing trend and variations of macroscopic friction coefficient, kinetic energy and gouge layer thickness in both stick and slip phases when subjected to different normal loads. To further compare the frequency and magnitude of slip events, the information of the drop of macroscopic friction coefficient, kinetic energy release, and gouge layer thickness drop when slip occurs, is also extracted by calculating the difference of these quantities between adjacent time step intervals. In the calculations, a threshold of macroscopic friction coefficient drop > 3.0E-5 is used to filter the extremely small events. Then, to avoid including tiny fluctuations of friction coefficient caused by particle rearrangements in the stick phase, a kinetic energy release > 3.0E-8 J is also used to filter the data. These thresholds are chosen after careful analyses of the frequency of all macroscopic friction coefficient drops and kinetic energy releases. Therefore, a slip event is defined when the macroscopic friction coefficient drop and kinetic energy release all satisfy the above thresholds.
To compare the influences on slips caused by different normal loads, the complementary cumulative distribution functions (CCDF) of the slips are calculated. The CCDF is defined as
where Y represents either the friction coefficient drop, kinetic energy release, or the drop of gouge layer thickness, and the CDF is short for cumulative distribution function. The CCDF gives the probability of an event larger than or equal to a certain magnitude, and thus provides a useful tool for comparing the influence of different normal loads on the frequency and magnitude of slip events, especially on the large ones. The
CCDFs of macroscopic friction coefficient drop, kinetic energy release, and gouge layer thickness drop are plotted in Figure 8a Figure 8a shows that as the normal load increases, the magnitude of macroscopic friction coefficient drop tends to be smaller. This is consistent with the earlier analyses that higher normal loads constrain the gouge layer more and allow for less change of the contact between particles and plates, which leads to a smaller magnitude of friction coefficient drop. However, the kinetic energy release and gouge layer thickness drop exhibit the opposite trend. Figure 8b demonstrates that as the normal load increases, the associated kinetic energy release increases. This, again, agrees with the fact that for higher normal loads, more external work has been done on the fault gouge system and, therefore, more work is converted into kinetic energy during a slip event. The larger magnitude of kinetic energy release induces larger compaction in the gouge layer, as is demonstrated in Figure 8c .
In addition, we can observe in Figure 6 that slips are relatively less frequent with increasing normal load. In order to investigate the influence of normal load on the frequency of slip events, the recurrence time between slips is calculated. The recurrence time is defined as the time between large adjacent slip events, and sequential, small slips are considered as a single large slip. The CCDFs of recurrence time and their means corresponding to different normal loads are presented in Figure 8d , which shows an increasing recurrence time with higher normal loads. This is, again, in response to the phenomena shown in Figure 8b and c in that more external work is done on the fault gouge due to higher normal load. A longer recurrence time, or equivalently longer stick phase results, whereby more elastic energy is stored in the system during the stick phase and more will be released in the form of kinetic energy. P = 12 kPa P = 20 kPa P = 28 kPa P = 36 kPa P = 44 kPa 
Correlations Between the Stick-Slip Indicators
The friction coefficient, kinetic energy and gouge layer thickness are all useful indicators to interpret the dynamics of granular fault gouge. To better understand the correlation between them, we plot in Figure 9a -e the relationship between the drop of friction coefficient, kinetic energy release and gouge thickness drop for different normal load scenarios. Although scattered, the data generally show linear relationships in log space between these indicators. In other words, under each normal load, as the magnitude of friction coefficient drop increases, there is an increase in the magnitude of both kinetic energy release and gouge layer thickness drop, and the magnitude of gouge layer thickness drop also increases with increasing kinetic energy release, as noted previously.
The correlation coefficients between each pair of parameters are shown in Figure 10 for comparison. The results reveal that the correlation coefficients have an overall increasing trend with increasing normal load.
We speculate this is still because for high normal loads the gouge layer is more compact and it behaves like a more unified system when a slip happens, and thus the drop of friction coefficient, kinetic energy release and gouge thickness drop vibrate in a more synchronous manner. Therefore, the kinetic energy release and the drop of friction coefficient and gouge layer thickness occur more simultaneously and yield larger correlation coefficients between them. Among these correlations, the friction coefficient drop and kinetic energy release have the highest correlation, while the friction coefficient drop and gouge thickness drop display the lowest correlation. Because it is widely recognized that it is the frictional weakening that causes the slip event, these correlation coefficients demonstrate that although gouge thickness drop can be observed during slip events, it is not as sensitive as the friction coefficient and kinetic energy. Note that local minima take place at 28 kPa normal load for all three sets of friction coefficients; however, the reason of this is not clear yet and further investigation will be conducted to give a detailed exploration of this. 
Conclusions and Discussions
FDEM has proven itself to be a useful tool to study the stick-slip behavior of the sheared granular fault gouge. In the FDEM model, the plates and particles are represented by discrete elements to track their motion and interaction with neighboring objects, and each discrete element is further discretized into finite elements to capture its deformation and stress evolution during the shear stage. The influence of normal load on the dynamics of the sheared granular fault gouge in terms of macroscopic friction coefficient, kinetic energy, gouge layer thickness, and recurrence time between slips has been investigated.
The simulation results show that the granular fault gouge system experiences observable deformations in both plates and particles during the shearing phase, and the stresses are concentrated and released periodically in the fault gouge before and after the slip event. The kinetic energy of the granular fault gouge system increases with the increasing normal load, while the gouge layer thickness shows the opposite trend and the macroscopic friction coefficient does not experience much change. As the normal load increases, the kinetic energy and gouge layer thickness are less variable. These behaviors may be attributed to the more external work being done on the granular fault gouge when subjected to higher normal load, which results in a more compact gouge layer with smaller variations in gouge thickness and a more energetic system with higher kinetic energy level.
The influence of normal load on the macroscopic friction coefficient drop, kinetic energy release, drop of gouge layer thickness, and the recurrence time between slips, is analyzed by plotting their CCDFs. The results show that as the normal load increases, more slip events with larger kinetic energy release and longer recurrence time occur, and the magnitude of gouge layer thickness drop also tends to be larger. The higher kinetic energy release and larger magnitude of gouge layer thickness drop may be caused by the more external work having been done on the fault gouge system due to the higher normal load and longer recurrence time. As a result, more elastic energy is converted into kinetic energy when a slip happens, and the sudden release of kinetic energy with large magnitude further compacts the gouge layer and causes a large drop of gouge layer thickness. However, the macroscopic friction coefficient drop tends to be smaller with higher normal loads. This is probably because higher normal loads place constraints on the gouge layer and allow only small contact change between particles and plates to take place, and thus lead to a smaller magnitude of friction coefficient change. In addition, the friction coefficient drop, kinetic energy release and the gouge thickness drop for each normal load show good correlations and their correlation coefficients increase with increasing normal load. This tells that the granular fault system exhibits unified behavior when subjected to higher normal loads. Nevertheless, the comparison between these correlation coefficients implies that the gouge thickness is less sensitive than the friction coefficient and kinetic energy in terms of being a stick-slip indicator.
The simulation results are generally in agreement with the experimental and numerical observations obtained earlier (Dorostkar et al., 2017a (Dorostkar et al., , 2017b Ferdowsi et al., 2013; Ferdowsi et al., 2014; Geller et al., 2015) . For example, both the two-dimensional laboratory experiment conducted by Geller et al. (2015) and the numerical simulated results here have an approximately linear increase of friction before approaching the peak (Figure 6 ). However, a nonlinear increase of friction is observed in three-dimensional simulations and experiments (e.g., Dorostkar et al., 2017a; Dorostkar et al., 2017b; Ferdowsi et al., 2014; Rivière et al., 2018; Scuderi et al., 2017b) . We suspect this is because the friction in the third dimension provides extra support and leads to a relative steady frictional state before slip event (Hazzard & Mair, 2003) . Furthermore, both Geller et al. (2015) experiments and the numerical simulation here show an increasing recurrence time with respect to increasing normal loads, while the biaxial shear laboratory tests such as the one shown in Rivière et al. (2018) demonstrate the opposite trend. The reason may lie in the different driving plate stiffness employed in these investigations: the biaxial shear laboratory tests use stiff steel plates, while here the driving plates are significantly soft (E = 2.5 MPa). The detailed influence of plate stiffness on the dynamics of stick-slip events in a granular fault gouge system, together with the above-mentioned unsolved problems, are still open to the geophysics field and further investigations using both laboratory experiments and numerical simulations are necessary to unveil these mysteries.
Although the current simulation setup is similar to the laboratory experiments (Geller et al., 2015) , because of the different shear velocity used in these two series of investigations, a detailed quantitative comparison is beyond the scope of current paper. In addition, the kinetic energy reported in this paper is a combination of both plates and gouge since when slip happens, both of them will slip and the kinetic energy of them reveals the dynamic behavior of the entire earthquake system. Because energy plays a pivotal role in the stick-slip performance of granular fault gouge systems, benefiting from the capability of FDEM for detailed stress, strain and motion acquisition, further exploration is being undertaken in order to give a thorough analysis of the kinetic and elastic energy conversion and evolution in particles and plates when subjected to different normal loads. The simulated data will also be evaluated for machine learning purposes to predict the laboratory scale earthquakes, such as the ones that have recently been done (Rouet-Leduc et al., 2018; RouetLeduc et al., 2017) . 
